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CHAPTER 10

Valuing Brownfields

BILL MUNDY
JOHN A. KILPATRICK

Introduction
After the passage of CERCLA, the appraisal community began paying closer atten
tion to the valuation of environmentally impaired or impacted property, such as
brownfields. Many of the earliest writers approached contamination as analogous to
a “takings” and, as a result, much of the underlying valuation theory, nomenclature,
and methodology has origins in the eminent domain literature.
To illustrate, if an eminent domain authority lays claim to a portion of a property,

such as for a highway expansion or other purposes, the obvious loss to the property
owner is the pro-rata value of that portion of the property taken. However, apprais
ers recognize that there may also be a value loss to the remainder of the property. A
vacant single-family lot may have an appraised value of $100,000. Say, then, that the
highway department takes half of the lot for a road widening. To the layperson, the
remaining half should be worth $50,000, but local zoning, construction, or compre
hensive planning ordinances may prohibit construction of a dwelling on the reduced-
sized lot. The remainder may only be suitable for some less valuable purpose and
its value might only be $10,000. Thus, the total valuation impact of eminent domain
action would be $90,000, equal to the physical take ($50,000) plus the damage to the
remainder ($40,000).

The authors are indebted to our colleagues on the staff of Greenfield Advisors LLC for their
valuable assistance in developing this chapter. Portions of the chapter have appeared in the fol
lowing publications: John A. Kilpatrick & Bill Mundy, Appraisal of Contaminated Real Estate in the
United States, REAL ESTATE RESEARcH (Japan Real Estate Institute, Tokyo), October 2003, 25—31;
John A. Kilpatrick, Construction Deftcts and Stigma, MEALEY’S LITIGATION REPORTS: CONSTRUC
TION DEFECTS, July 2003; and John A. Kilpatrick, Real Estate Issues in Class Certfication, CLASS
ACTION LITIGATION REPoRT, October 8, 2004.
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130 10. VALUING BROWNFIELDS

In the brownfield valuation methodology, the physical “take” is the anal0
actual cost to remediate the contamination. The “damage to the remainder” is
to as “stigma,” which is the additional valuation diminution suffered by t-
field property over and above the cost to remediate. Stigma may result from rej
in the highest and best use (as was the case in the eminent domain example) a
tion in marketability, a negative impact to feasibility, increased costs to de
own, increased financing costs, increased required rate-of-return by investors or
combination of these or other negative impacts to value.
In 2002, the Appraisal Standards Board issued a major revision to its Adv

Opinion No. 9 to its Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (US2
which provides guidance to appraisers faced with brownfield or other contai
nated property valuation challenges. Appraisers are advised to use methodol
consistent with this model.’ In general, the analytical paradigm begins with a
ation “as if unimpaired” and, using that as a starting point, compares it to the v;l
as-is impaired or as-will-be remediated. Each of these scenarios requires its Own set of
assumptions, limiting conditions, unique data, and differing analytical tools.
In short, the valuation of a brownfield can be one of the most challenging

problems. Data is often difficult to acquire, particularly comparable case studies or
analyses of impaired or remediated brownfields. Portions of the appraisal assign.
ment, such as feasibility analyses or highest-and-best-use studies, require s -

cantly more effort and complexity than normally faced in an appraisal. Due to lack ol
knowledge or prudent decision-making by market participants, brownfield marke
are often not at equilibrium, and as such comparable transaction data may be mis
leading. Operating cost data for income projections may be problematic, and at best
may be an educated guess.
Nonetheless, the appraisal exercise adds significantly to the overall brown

evaluation and potential adaptive reuse in numerous important ways. The appraisajl
can—and should—be viewed as a decision-making tool, allowing investors and oth
ers to evaluate a variety of acquisition, remediation, and adaptive reuse scenarios to
optimize financial decisions. The appraisal serves s a “check” on other discipline
such as engineering and land planning, to aid in determining the overall feasibility
of the brownfield plan of operation. The appraisal can also serve to gauge market

receptivity to remediation or adaptive reuse plans at an early stage in the browi
project.
A thorough examination of the brownfield appraisal process would be well

beyond the scope of this single chapter. However, key elements of the appraisal analy

sis can be illustrated, thus highlighting important impacts on brownfield redevelo

ment decision-making. Note also that this chapter approaches brownfield valuatiot

primarily from an appraisal perspective for several important reasons. Appraisal

methodology is well understood and accepted by the courts, appraisal standards
are

common in all U.S. jurisdictions, and the appraisal process is generally accepted
and

valued by the investment community. However, a variety of other disciplines
such

as economic geography, urban planning, or land planning, bring important skill-sets

to the analytical process. A well-developed brownfield valuation will incorporate

important aspects of all of these disciplines.

Physical Status of the Brownfield

In any appraisal project, after determining the preliminary scope of work,2
the

appraiser sets about determining the salient physical characteristics of the
propertY
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simple appraisal of an industrial property, these characteristics might include

h factors as the size of the site, the size of and nature of the improvements, the

h ical age of the facility,
functional components, external impacts on value, and any

‘
lr nhysical characteristic that has an impact on the valuation process.
luatjfl of a brownfield, however, adds a significant layer of complexity. With

respect to the environmental issues, a brownfield may be

i. wholly uncharacterized;
2. characterized, but unremediated;
3 in the process of being remediated; or
4. fully remediated.

This list is often referred to as the contamination lifecycle. Note that the term “fully
remediated” may be a moving target. For example, a typical measure of “full reme
diation” is the issuance of a no-further-action letter by the governing environmen
tal agency. However, in many cases, no-further-action letters have been rescinded,
leaving the responsible party—or even non-responsible subsequent owners—in the
position of spending additional resources on a remediation that was thought to have
been finalized.3 The 2002 Brownfield Amendments added clarity and safe-harbor
provisions for purchasers who meet certain criteria. However, as of this writing, not
all state-level agencies have adopted rules and regulations consistent with these pro
visions. As a result, valuation of a fully remediated property may need to take into
account the possibility of revisiting the remediation process.
More interestingly, appraisers are often called in to value a currently contaminated

brownfield in the as-if remediated state. USPAP requires appraisers to establish a
hypothetical condition of remediation, not unlike a prospective appraisal of a non
brownfield project proposed for development. In the simplest case, a residential con
struction loan is made using an appraisal generated under such a hypothetical condition.
However, in the case of a brownfield, the hypothetical condition is much more com

plicated. Say, for example, a public utility was discontinuing the use of a transformer
substation and planned to remediate the site. When the facility was built, it was in a
transitional neighborhood and the site was zoned industrial. Today, the surrounding
land uses are all residential, and any adaptive reuse of the site would be required by
authorities to conform to the new zoning. The insurance company that indemnified
the public utility against the remediation did so under the assumption that the reme
diation would be to lower “industrial” standards, not to higher “residential” stan
dards. The problem was solved, though, when it was shown that the appraised value
of the site for residential purposes was much higher than for industrial purposes,
and that the difference in value offset the increased remediation costs. The utility, its
insurance carrier, and the local regulators struck a three-sided deal that satisfied all
parties, but which would not have been possible without the input of the appraiser.
As will be shown in a subsequent section, the physical characteristics of the brown-

field drive the highest-and-best-use determination, which in turn determines the data
to be used in the appraisal process.

Market Analysis and Feasibility
Recently, the term “second generation industrial site” has come into vogue for describing brownfjelds that are ripe for adaptive reuse. Brownfield valuation problems fre
quently arise in support of an adaptive reuse scenario, and many cities and countiesare now encouraging brownfield reuse. Whether the plan is for continued use as an

take” is the analog to thehe remainder” is referred Ii suffered by the brown Jiay result from reductionJmain example), a reducsed costs to develop Orturn by investors, or any
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industrial site or a change in use to something else, the market analysis and feasity study drives the subsequent highest-and-best-use analysis. Failure to take carthese often-overlooked portions of the valuation analysis can and probably willto disingenuous findings at the tail end.
A well-constructed feasibility study can be thought of as a three-step process:
1. Market feasibility
2. Economic feasibility
3. Financial feasibility
Each step entails its own analysis of market data, and the outcome of each Stedrives the need for the next step. That is, each step must have a positive outco.go forward to the next step, and a particular use or set of uses must be fOUfld to befinancially feasible for the valuation process itself to go forward. The absence of a seof financially feasible uses means that the project has a zero or even less-than. -market value. While this conclusion may seem to be an incongruous finding, itevidenced by the numerous untouched brownfields littering the landscape with nofinancially feasible solutions even at zero acquisition costs. In the end, the set of finan.cially feasible uses drives the highest-and-best-use analysis (see Figure 10.1).

FIGURE 10.1. Feasibility Analysis and Highest and Best Use

The Feasibility Analysis The Highest and Best Use Analysis
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Market Feasibility

apologiC to Field of Dreams, “If you
build it, will they come?”4This stage in the

.impIY asks if the intended use of the prop
erty has positive utility. All too

cátefl. public
policy agents who drive municipally

influenced brownfield redevelop

.flt reach a positive conclusion
regarding market feasibility and mistakenly con

fuse this conC1S’
for economic or even financial feasibility. Even the courts add to

confuSi0 as demonstrated
in Justice Blackmun’s dissent in the Lucas decision,

i which he states
that Lucas was not deprived of all economic value of his property,

h ... can picnic, swim, camp in a tent, or liv
e on the property in a moveable

trailer.’0tWit
h5tanth1g that at least one of these uses (living on the property in a

trailer) was actually
prohibited by covenants, none of these market feasible uses have

urn. actual economic
or financial value to a prospective purchaser of the property.

Market feasible uses include
anything of positive utility. A park or playground

may provide positive
utility, but unless they contribute to the viability of surrounding

pwlwrt ies, they contribute
little economic value.

Economic Feasibility

onhinuitg with the Field of Dreams theme, “If you build it, and they come, will

they be willing to pay economic rents?”
An economic rent may include any actual

payment and in fact may include use of the site as a park or playground if do
ing so

enables or increases the value of adjacent non-brownfield properties
under devel—

opment. For example, a town recently proposed redevelopment of an abandoned

garbage dump. Amazingly, the dump had been situated back in the 1940s on the

banks of a major river, in a beautiful spot that eventually became highly desirable
ta residential subdivision if not for the underlying garbage dump. The town proposed
the redevelopment as a stand-alone project, but only after meeting with appraisers
and real estate consultants did they come to understand that the project lacked any
conomic feasibility. However, a developer could acquire adjacent non-brownfield
properties and use the remediation of the garbage dump to meet open-space miti
gation and wetlands set-back requirements. In addition, the presence of the open
space would increase allowable densities, enhancing the desirability and ultimate
financial feasibility of the residential development. Once the town came to under
stand tlw feasibility issues, they were able to recast the redevelopment plans into a
Win-win situation.

Financial Feasibility
11 you build it, and they come, and they’re willing to pay rent, will you make a
profit?” At the end of the day, does the present value of the revenue outweigh the
costs? This is a non-trivial question in brownfield redevelopment—many brownfields
are abandj sites, and were abandoned in the first place because the remedia
lion and/or adaptive reuse costs outweighed the economic benefits to be obtained.
Appraisers use a land-residual technique to get at the heart of the land value in cases
Where the eventual value and development costs are known.6 If the end-use can be
valut (accounting, of course, for any post-remediation stigma), and the costs of
diation and redevelopment can be projected, then the difference provides a measureof the acquisjfio price of the brownfield. Note, however, that appraisers must take
Care to accoint for the longer and sometimes-unpredictable time element associatedWith brownfjeld remediation and redevelopment.

and Best Use Analysis
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Impacts of Feasibility Problems
The impact of contamination on development feasibility is summarized by BHarrington, and Macauley,7who analyzed both uncertain liability Costs as weinefficient land use. They argued that these problems may be due to differences irinformation shared, known, and understood between buyers and sellers of impproperties, which can lead to adverse selection. While there are laws and irecourse to address these circumstances, taking such actions can be of limited Vahas the potential to create moral hazard, and may lay the groundwork for fublitigation, all of which can have the net effect of discouraging demand. Lastly tauthors note that the government has an imperfect ability to detect pollution hichcan also contribute to a distortion of market values.

Highest and Best Use
As already noted, the feasibility study drives the third component of the highest-kbest-use (HBU) analysis. Generally, the first two steps in the HBU determination neejto be carried out in parallel with the feasibility analysis in order to determj thefinancially feasible set of possible uses.

Legally Permissible
In evaluating the adaptive reuse of a brownfield, this may be the most interestingand challenging part of the assignment. Successful adaptive reuse more often thannot requires some change in use to a higher and better use than the previous use. Itis usually financially very difficult to take an industrial site, remediate it, and thenturn it back into an industrial site. Also, many brownfields that are ripe for redevel..opment are within a municipal boundary or comprehensive plan area. Often, thereis a governmental bias toward some “problem solving” end use, such as affordabiIhousing, job creation, or anchoring an inner-city redevelopment. Mixed-use projectsare not uncommon in this setting. These hiher and better uses often have differentremediation requirements, and thus the potential adaptive reuse cost can be a movingtarget. Coupled with this goal, different end uses have different end values and costs.Iterative analyses under varying assumptions of legal constraints may be required inorder to determine the value-optimizing solution to the problem.

Physically Possible
Of those uses that are legally permissible, which ones are physically possible? In anon-brownfield appraisal project, the appraiser typically relies on past experience todetermine if the site is physically suitable for certain uses. At the absurd extreme, aone-acre, more-or-less square site would probably not be suitable for building an airport. On the other hand, consider a site that is legally permissible for either a s,center or an apartment complex. The site has sufficient size and suitable topograp ,for either. However, the ingress and egress are somewhat limited—sufficient for thelow expected traffic at an apartment complex but wholly unsuitable for a shoppingcenter. Thus, the physical constraints on the site point to one option over the other.A brownfield site is evaluated by the same calculus, but, in addition, the existence Iof post-remediation contamination (albeit at levels lower than actionable) may phySlcally constrain the adaptability of the site. Say, for example, a former industrial sitewas partially contaminated with an underground plume of hydrocarbons. Issuance
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required larger setbacks and open space to allow authorities toId,ng pi’rm’
ocCaS10 testing. The

solution to the problem was to use the contaminated

IandScaP buffer between
the developed area of the site and the roadway.

Iüwl land plan also required
relocating the entrance to the site from the main

,Wfl*l (from which the
plume emanated) toward a secondary access road.

jp another example of
a brownfield case, a plume of underground contamination

directlY under the only ingress/egress access to an otherwise highly desirable

j Even though
over 90 percent of the site was uncontaminated, permits to pave over

dIt$’IY access
route could not be obtained during the remediation. The site remained

nt for over a decade
while other surrounding sites were developed with highly

v.iuabfr changes Ifl use (from
industrial to high-density suburban office and sup

portl%C businesses). Eventually, the adaptive reuse of the site went forward, but only
a costly solution to the physical access problem was found.

Financially Feasible

As noted, this step in the process requires an intense investigation of market forces—
supplY versus demand. However, in the case of a brownfield, market equilibrium may
be nonexistent or difficult to measure. How will stigma impact the marketability and
hence ultimate price of various end uses? Some uses with nominally lower values
.g., retail) may suffer from less market resistance than uses with nominally higher
values (e.g., high-density housing). As such, a solution that might have been feasible
In the unimpaired state may not be feasible in the impaired state.

Maximally Productive (or Maximally Profitable)
The end result of the process is to find the one use that predominates over all others
from a net-present-value maximization perspective. In brownfield analysis, the end
result may be significantly different from what would be found for the very same site
in a non-brownfield situation. Additionally, Kilpatrick shows that there may be differ
ent HBUs for the same site, depending on the nature and extent of remediation, the
remediation cycle, or other factors.8

The Valuation Process
Once the HBU for the site has been determined, the next step is applying the actualvaluation analytics. In the case of a brownfield, this may be a one-step process ormay require multiple iterations to determine the value under varying scenarios ofremediatjon. Under different circumstances, different data will be used and evendifferent methodologies may be appropriate. For example, a comparative analysis ofa brownfield acquisition versus the opportunity to acquire a more expensive albeitunimpaired alternative site may require the valuation of the brownfield site in theas-if Unimpaired state as a baseline for further decision-making.At the other end of the spectrum, the appraiser may be asked to value the contaminated brownfjeld only in the as-is contaminated state, which requires accounting forboth the anticipated cost of remedjation and the stigma resulting from risks and otherunknowns The appraisal may also have to tackle multiple remediation or adaptive reuseScenarios to aid in optimizing decision-making. Each of these post-remediation scenarios will take into account varying impacts of stigma resulting from market resistance,higher POSt-remedjatjon operating or holding costs, and other risks and unknowns.
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The Valuation Process
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it

,prowh is the most
broadly defined of the three approaches, and includes all of

- _,
and chniques used

for cross-sectional comparison of subject and corn

properties. For example,
hedonic regression, at the heart of most automated

— ion moZicls, is simply
a large-sCales statistically robust application of the sales

,,*InCt1I grid-
Colwe et al. provides the most recent summary of hedonic model-

in the appra’
literature and shows its superiority over matched pairs and other

.,.paramLtr methods when sufficient
data is available.12In the absence of a sufficient

ol transaction data,
matched-pairs, survey research, repeat sales analysis,’3and

wtgitt1dj
studies are all useful tools in the sales comparison approach.

Income Approach

The thret’ most common
income approach techniques are the gross rent multiplier, the

vunted cash flow technique, and the direct capitalization method. The first approach is

mo commonlY used when appraising simple residential rental units (small apart

nt buildings or houses) since, for a
given neighborhood, rental units tend to sell for

a nwltlple of the gross rent.
However, variants of this method are also useful when

Jmparing agricultural or grazing land, particularly in cases where land is leased on
arazing-uflit basis.
Fist log income-producing property is usually appraised using either direct capi

talization or discounted cash flows (DCF) methodology. The former assumes that net
operating income is a perpetuity, and the formulation resembles a preferred stock or
perpetuity bond valuation. The latter recognizes that cash flows are rarely perpetu
atw, and so the appraiser discounts foreseeable operating cash flows (usually for a
period commensurate with current leases) and the estimate of future reversion cash
flows (from sale, reconstruction, demolition, etc.).
The [XE technique has two important advantages over direct capitalization. First,

the fornwr allows the appraiser to use different discount rates for operating cash flows
versus reversionary cash flows. This distinction is important, since there is significant
evidence that the market values these two categories of cash flows differently. Sec
ond, direct capitalization requires that if the appraiser assumes growth in the income
stream or value of the underlying asset, then that growth has to be at a constant rate.
DC I allows for discontinuous changes in underlying values or cash flows.
Direct capitalization has the advantage of being simple to use, and is a holdover

from the days before the existence of electronic spreadsheets and other desktop ana
lytical tools. Additionally, the cap rate in direct capitalization is implicitly equivalent
to the unle’ered internal rate of return (IRR), while the DCF model allows the analyst
to endogenously solve for both the levered and unlevered IRR.
In the unimpaired state, discount or cap rates can be determined with simple mar

ket surveys or band of investments analyses (in some textbooks called mortgage-equity
analysis). In the more complex brownfield problem, there are two other techniques
that are commonly used. The first is a survey that either directly elicits discount rates
from market participants for environmentally affected properties or indirectly sur
eys market premiums. The latter is preferred, since it allows for determination of
a risk premium regardless of the underlying nominal rate of return for unimpaired
Properties (which can change over time). The second technique is a variant on thehand of investments, and estimates the premium over nominal rates using the spread
between other risky and less-risky investments. One common technique for estimating this spread is to use “junk” bond yields versus AA-rated corporate yields. Whilethis technique owes its lineage to the early works of Mundy, it was most recentlyreviewed in Titman et al.’4 Figure 10.2 shows an example of this technique.’5
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FIGURE 10.2. Estimation of Impaired Property Discount Rates

This junk-bond spread technique is most appropriate when there is some extening circumstance, such as contamination, which adds a level of risk to the iflvesThe appraiser may estimate the appropriate cap rate by taking a base-line cap r-’unimpaired rate) and adding to it a risk premium estimated from the risk prernjdemanded by investors on other risky investments, such as junk bonds or high1age investments.
Note: If a contaminated income-producing property is being valued, then thappraiser may need to invoke the hypothetical condition of “no contaminatjoflaMvalue the income stream using the base-line cap rate to determine a base-line1uflim.paired value.

Why Does the Market Devalue a Brownfield Site?After CERCLA and Three Mile Island, the appraisal profession in the United Statesbegan investigating the negative impact of environmental contamination on prop.erty values, and soon the literature was replete with guidance for appraisers taskedwith quantifying these impacts.16As such, much of the seminal work in appraisal ofcontaminated properties dates from that time period. In 1988, the American Instituof Real Estate Appraisers’7issued an official guidance piece, noting that “... leak.ing underground storage tanks (LUSTs) and spills and overfills from tank systemscan cause severe contamination of subject properties and surrounding parcels andseriously affect the value of those properties.”8Patchin observed that leaking underground storage tanks had a negative impact on real estate marketability and that even“... mildly contaminated [sitesj can be expected to suffer reduced marketabilGamble and Downing found evidence that contamination also affected the valuesnearby properties in a study of building lots near landfills and residentialon the main access road serving such landfills.20By the late 1980s, American appraisers generally recognized several factors in thevaluation of brownfields or other contaminated property:
1. Values may be affected by either on-site or nearby contamination.2. Brownfield projects methodologically resemble eminent domain projects, thusimplying a “before-and-after” application of approaches.3. The cost of remediation is not, by itself, a sufficient indicator of the diminutin market value,2’since at market equilibrium, brownfields and otherproperties sell for less than the difference between unimpaired value and thecost of remediation. This difference is now generally referred to in the literaturas “stigma.”
4. The market—and appraisal methodology—recognizes that remediation is USU Lally not a full cure or cleanup and that post-remediation properties continue tosuffer stigma losses.
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advances in appraisal standards and methodology have helped give

dru1ItOP t these
axioms, and in 2003 the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) incor

,atrJ these axioms
into a rewrite of its Advisory Opinion No. 9 to USPAP. In this

j.rV øpiniOfl the ASB recommends that appraisers must take contamination
•22 USPAP’S Ethics Rule prohibits appraisers from knowingly issuing

dLoUnt
mislead readers into believing that brownfields are not impacted by

.jfrt)r proximate contamination,
and guidelines for federally regulated mortgages

qwR appra rs to report any known contamination and include the impact of such

m aItie t)pifli0hl.23 Various states have mandatory disclosure laws pertaining
n,it jOfl and similar adverse conditions, and many state courts have ruled

prding these appraisal and reporting obligations.24

Theoretical Issues

pblchin developed a framework that includes remediation costs, the availabil
*y of indemnities, the premium demanded by investors on discount or cap rates,
iii1 the impact on the cost of financing. When using direct capitalization in the
Inconle approach his methodology began with prevailing cap rates on unimpaired
property making adjustments for available mortgage terms and anticipated future
improvements or declines in value.25 He noted at the time that there was ‘.. vir
tually no chance of obtaining mortgage financing for a seriously contaminated
poperty.”26
Ptchin then became one of the first to observe that the decline in value is often

greater than would be suggested by anticipated remediation costs.27 Mundy first
dclined this phenomenon as “stigma,” a term that has continued in the lexicon to this
day. In his definition, Mundy was also the first in the valuation literature to list nec
.eury nd specific conditions for stigma:29

I. Responsibility—is someone or some company specifically shouldering the
blame?

2. Exposure—has there been a risk amplification, such as in the media?
3. Disruption—does the contamination impact daily lives?
4. Concealability—is the risk hidden?3°
5. Aesthetic effect—can the contanination be seen, felt, or smelled?
6. Prognosis—will the contamination be cleaned up in the near future?
7. Peril—is there a health risk?
8. Fear—what is the general concern level associated with this contamination?9. Involuntary—are the property owners themselves innocent in this contamination?
Mundv demonstrated that stigma can be attributed to a marketability effect and anme c’ffr’ct. In the first case, even if selling prices do not decrease, value is diminithed due to the increased time necessary to realize liquidity. In the latter case, owners and buyers usually demand an increase in the discount rate to account for higherrisks ot holding such a relatively illiquid or risky asset.31\lundy also attributed the income effect to decreases in rent or occupancy orIflcreases in operating expenses. Since value can be defined as the fully discountedstream of anticipated benefits and costs, stigma factors in directly. This realizationlcd him to focus on the deteimjnatjon of the appropriate risk-adjusted discount rate.32Here, he found that the appropriat measure of the increased risk associated withholding contaminated property is a potential increase in the cost of capital, bothC]uity and debt. While Mundy and Patchin agree that impairment impacts the way
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income is capitalized or discounted, Mundy prefers the use of varying discount
to account for varying levels of risk in different time periods (a DCF model)
Patchin uses direct capitalization. Jackson builds on Mundy’s work, showj ‘“
mortgage-equity type model can be useful in quantifying the effects of stigm
patrick, Brown, and Rogers extend Mundy by showing that the value impacts apartitioned between a risk impact (the increase in the discount rate) and a cash.’_____impact (the decrease in cash flows).34
Post-remediation stigma impact has been addressed by Patchin, Mundy aChalmers and Jackson.35 Patchin suggested a theoretical model of stigma dimj

ing over time”. . . once a cure is in place.” Mundy, on the other hand, argues that astigma dissipation would be a function of ongoing market perceptions of risk
developed a graphical representation of how such perceptions may change over
and the resultant theoretical impact on value. Bell adopted Mundy’s graphical mo.
and expanded it to theorize that property value changes over time may vary acco.
ing to a variety of situation-specific circumstances.36Chalmers and Jackson call thisthe ‘contamination lifecycle, and theorize that the effects of contamination vary
according to the status in time: before cleanup, during and after cleanup, and aft
remediation is completed.
Jackson summarizes this and other appraisal literature on contaminated prop.

erty, and lists seven factors for appraisers to consider the cost and timing of reme.
diation, the existence and quality of any indemnification, the degree to which the
problem has been characterized, the potential for business interruption, the appró[
of a remediation plan, the regulatory framework, and the likelihood of third-pa v
lawsuits.37

Market Value

____

Real estate appraisals performed for financing by federally insured lenders—nearl_____
all mortgage loans—require the analysis to adhere to the necessary and sufficient
conditions contained in what has come to be known as the “Definition of Market
Value”:

The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and opew
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting
prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus.38

Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:

• buyer and seller are typically motivated;
• both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consi
their own best interests;

• a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
• payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arran
ments comparable thereto; and

• the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffeC
by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone assO
ated with the sale.

I
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ion leads inexorably to the realization that more advanced valuationThi discuss frequently needed in brownfield situations. Chalmers and Beatty39nique are
dition of “full information” implicit in the most commonly used defi11W COet value. However, as Simons observes, contaminated property transacof mar
not reflect actual market values at equilibrium under the assumptionstsal Jata maYse common definitions of value. Thus, as shown by Simons, Allenin the

AUSt’fl,4°McLean and Mundy,4’Simons, Bowen, and Sementelli,42Flynn et al.,43
mjns and Saginor44 and others in the valuation literature, more advanced methods
are pçpropriate and will result in more reliable and credible findings.

Appraisal Methodology
One important implication of all of this analysis is that appraisers must account forthe quality availability of data. For example:
i. If theContaminat1ofl that impacts the brownfield property also affects othercomparable properties in the area (as is common in some industrial neighborhoods), then attempting to use nearby sales data to determine unimpaired valuesmay lead to a misleading result.
2. The most commonly used definition of market value in the United States createsa set of explicit assumptions about comparable data that may be questionable inbrownfield transactions.
I Comparable brownfield transactions often do not trade at equilibrium pricesdue to marketing and other difficulties. As a result, data that could normally beextracted from market comparable sales (e.g., market cap rates, sales adjustments, depreciation, land prices) is noisy at best ot even unavailable.For example, Chalmers and Jackson45 observe, “[tihe use of the sales comparisonapproach requires extraordinary care if useful market evidence is to be extracted.”kinnard concluded that the sales comparison approach and the matched-pairsmethod are problematic in this context.46 To quote, “[ujnfortunately, the market fre4wntIy does not cooperate. The net effect, therefore, is that these ideal measures tendIv remain precisely that—.ideal. The appraiser generally has to look elsewhere to idenlily th market effects of contamination on property values.” Kinnard’s observationsthe shortcomings of the traditional methodologies when valuing brownfields ando4tr contaminated property are supported by Fatchin,47Wilson, Roddewig,48 andIn light of this discussion, when appraising a brownfield, appraisers must ask twoImportant questions about the transactional market:1. To what extent do market prices fully capture all available information?2 Evefl if all information is “available,” to what extent are buyers and sellers able
to make marketequilibrium decisions?Fundamentai to the market decision-making process is the concept of rational

tpectaLjoflsthat is, the concept that market participants fully discount whatever
ation they have in formulating prices. However, both theory and empirical
qprak evidence demonstrate that real estate markets are generally not at equilib
flum. and that special situations, such as contamination, further disturb whatever
Ufllbrium may exist.
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This means that appraisers must resort to more advanced techniques tomarket value to a reasonable degree of appraisal certainty. Simons shows that
techniques may include survey research, case studies, regression analysis, and
well-tested and suitable techniques.5°Winson-Geideman outlines the proper u
case studies,5’and Boyle and Kiel focus on the use of hedonic regression modejg1
valuing environmentally contaminated property.52Such advanced methods may also include options pricing, as suggested by Le
and Tse as an alternative to the discounted cash flow model.53Weber takes atic approach, suggesting the use of a Monte Carlo simulation.54Mundy andrecommend the use of contingent valuation and conjoint measurement.55 1<recommended the application of secondary research, such as a literature revj
and the use of national-scope transactional data to aid in measuring the ----diminution attributable in a particular situation. Kilpatrick also uses deanalysis to value situations where an impairment results in a foreshortening ofeconomic life of improvements. Kinnard and Worzola surveyed and summthe key methodologies, and note that the methods used in practice often fell short ot
the more advanced techniques recommended in the academic and even thener literature.57
Subsequent studies of real estate values have confirmed the usefulness of themethods. Boyle and Kie158 summarize empirical studies of the impact of contamJnation on residential values, while Jackson59 summarizes impacts on nonresidehproperties. Both of these studies confirm the usefulness of the methods that haveevolved over the past 20 years.

Summary and Cautionary NotesThe appraisal of a brownfield can be a complex, time-consuming, and speciundertaking. Attorneys, investors, and real estate advisors who have experiencEnon-brownfield valuation projects will oftçn be surprised at the scope of work neeto undertake a thorough appraisal of a brownfield. Several key issues surrouithe valuation project, detailed in the following sections, should be thoroughly understood by the investors or sellers and their advisors as early in the process as possible.
Most appraisal firms will not be familiar with brownfields. Most successful browrappraisal projects in the United States are undertaken by a handful of specireal estate appraisal or advisory firms. Local firms are extraordinarily useful in theprocess, particularly in gathering and analyzing local unimpaired market data. Ho’iever, many local-market appraisers wisely refuse these projects and refer them toone of the national-scope brownfield specialists. This tends to be a win-win for thelocal-market firm, which will often end up partnering with the national firm on theprojects.

Scope-of-work and costs are sig-nficantly greater for brownfields. The simple act of datagathering alone adds costs to the brownfield appraisal project, and will often efltaltravel and other costs not normally associated with an investment appraisal. As notewthe feasibility analysis and HBU determination entail greater levels of rigor.while appraising non-brownfield investment properties (e.g., apartmefltScenters, office buildings) usually entails economies of scale resulting from:

I
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Summary and Cautionary Notes

t tvp appraiSals browflfields are almost always one-of-a-kind projects with

no eCOn0’’’ of scale.

j other lL’HdL’Ts may not be familiar with methods. Banks and other traditional

; re jcreasiflglY finding “comfort zones” for brownfield lending, but bank

yw jppraisers rarely have the training or skill set needed to evaluate a brownfield

ççraisal. following the
most recent lending crisis, the underwriting process is gain

,enewed emphasis.6°As a result, the appraisal report itself will need to be more

uitoughly written (a self-contained appraisal report rather than the normal summary

sqpcd submitted to lenders),
and analytical techniques and findings will have to be

toughly and rigorously supported.

gIoal investment market, U.S. brownfield experiences may not translate. While
normal real estate investment metrics may transcend global boundaries, brownfield
actS (degr1 of diminution, stigma, etc.) may not. Various countries have differing
qpefleflCCS with brownfields. Many E.U. countries, for example, have different atti
tudes toward environmental risk along with greater institutional controls that change
calculus for stigma. Japan, on the other hand, is relatively new to the business of

valuing brownuieldS, and China has yet to consider the issue. As a result, U.S. inves
rs doing business abroad, as well as foreign investors doing business in the United
Seaws, will find steep learning curves when approaching non-domestic brownfield
pr*cts.

Get the appraiser involved early in the project. Many investors are used to getting an
appraisal only at the bank lending phase of a project. Brownfield owners often do
N)t hire an appraiser at all, leaving that part of the due diligence to the buyer. Both of
those attitudes are probably costly in the brownfield situation. Investment analysis for
a brownfield is an iterative process, requiring various what-lf scenario analyses and
sensitivity tests. Additionally, as the physical remediation process progresses, mar
kets may change or discovery of previously unknown physical factors (e.g., more orF kas contamination than expected) may have valuation implications. In the property( disposal process, the appraiser can help guide the market positioning of the propertyIn order to optimize the return to the seller.

Approach the appraisal analysis as an a-la-carte menu. Many investors and attorneys thinkthe appraisal firm as a prix-fixe restaurant, with every engagement leading to a oneswe.fits-a II appraisal report. This is an overly expensive way of approaching the probkm. Instead, use the appraiser’s services to help fit pieces of the puzzle together—feasibility and highest and best use coming early in the process, with the likelihood ofredoing those processes several times before actually completing an appraisal analysis.Th final reconciliation of value, when and if actually needed, can be delivered orally—LPA P creates no obligation for a written report.

Get the appraiser, the engineer, the land planner, and the other team members in the sameroom at the same time. Siloing the project gains nothing, detracts from efficiency, andUltimately results in increasing costs. The various real estate specialists need to communicate with one another and work in tandem. The appraiser needs to understand
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the implications of the other specialists’ work, and they in turn need to undthe valuation implication of various recommendations.

Suggested Reading
One of the leading handbooks for appraisers in the United States is THE AppOF REAL ESTATE, currently in its 13th edition. It is published by the Appraisal
(http://www.appraisalinstitute.org) in Chicago.
THE UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL PRACTICE newtions published semi-annually. Contact the Appraisal Foundation (http://.appraisalfoundation.org), Washington, DC.
ESSAYS IN HONOR OF WILLIAM N. KINNARD, JR. (C.F. Sirmans & Elaine Woreds., Kiuwer Academic Publishers 2003). The late Dr. Kinnard was a former p.,dent of the American Real Estate and Urban Economic Association and one ofmost highly regarded experts in the field of valuation of contaminated propertymonograph, co-sponsored by the Appraisal Institute, the Royal Institute of ChartSurveyors Foundation, and the American Real Estate Society, is “must reading”

any appraiser or attorney in the field.

Notes
1 The appraisal literature frequently uses the terms “brownfields” and “contanijziproperty” interchangeably. Methodologically, it makes little difference, but the latter term refe.to a broad array of contamination situations in addition to brownfields.
2. The 2006 edition of USPAP added a canonical methodology for determining the scopeof work at the beginning of each appraisal project. This includes consideration of the client andintended users, the intended use of the appraisal report, the effective date of the appraisalanyspecial conditions or assumptions, the interests to be appraised, and the salient physical cacteristics of the property.
3. See, e.g., Mitchell H. Kizner & Donna T. Urban, No Further Action Letter Could Be Unreliable, NEW JERsEY L. J., March 27, 2006.
4. FIELD OF DREAMS (Universal Pictures 1989).
5. Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003 (1992).
6. THE APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE 512 (13th ed., Appraisal Institute 2008).
7. James Boyd, Winston Harrington & Molly K. Macauley, The Effects of Environi

Liability on Industrial Real Estate Development, 12(1) J. REAL ESTATE FIN. & ECON. 37—5
8. John A. Kilpatrick, Valuation of Brozonfields, in BROWNFIELD LAW AND PRACTICE (LeX

Nexis Matthew Bender 2008).
9. THE APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE, supra note 6, at 77.
10. Ironically, the seminal text THE APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE (supra note 6) only spe

three chapters on this approach, compared with four chapters on the cost approach and five
the income approach!

11. George Lentz & Ko Wang, Residential Appraisal and the Lending Process: A Survey 4
Issues, 15 J. oF REAL ESTATE RESEARCH 11—39 (1998).

12. Peter F. Colwell, John A. Heller & Joseph W. Trefzger, Expert Testimony: RegreSSl,
Analysis and Other Systematic Methodologies, APPRAISAL J., Summer 2009, at 253—62. a

13. John A. Kilpatrick, Application of Repeat Sales Analysis to Determine the Impact of a
tamination Event, J. OF HOUSING RESEARCH, Fall 2006.

14. Sheridan Titman, Stathis Tompaidis & Sergey Tsvplakov, Determinants ofCredlt Spr
in Commercial Mortgages, REAL ESTATE ECON., Winter 2005, at 711—38.

15. Jackson arrives at this same conclusion through a somewhat different a
Thomas Jackson, Mortgage Equity Analysis in Contaminated Property Valuation, AT -
January 1998, at 46—55.
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tIFCL l84).

21. ThroughoUt this chapter, the term “market value” is used. This has a very stylized
in the appraisal context, and represents a set of necessary conditions that must be met

inubserved transaction price to be representative of value. This definition was promulgated
b the Office of Thrift Supervision, among other groups, and is required to be used in federally
wsu’ed transactions. However, the authoritative text THE APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE (supra
wr ) cites quite a few different definitions of value, and various courts and jurisdictions have
.amative definitions of value either in their rules of evidence or in model jury instructions.
The appraiser must take care to apply the appropriate definition of value in a contamination
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L4’AP Rules.

23. See, e.g., FANNIE MAE SELLING GUIDE (2009), specifically at 546 and 1118—24.
24. See, e.g., Fausett & Co v. Bullard, 229 S.W.2d 490 (Ark. 1950), Clark v. Olson, 726 S.W.2d
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